We have measured antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) frequency-field dependences for aluminum-manganese garnet Mn3Al2Ge3O12 at frequencies from 1 to 125 GHz and at the fields up to 60 kOe. Three AFMR modes were observed for all orientations, their zero field gaps are about 40 and 70 GHz. Andreev-Marchenko hydrodynamic theory 1 well describes experimental frequency-field dependences. We have observed hysteresis of resonance absorption as well as history dependence of resonance absorption near gap frequencies below 10 kOe in all three measured field orientations, which are supposedly due to the sample domain structure. Observation of the AFMR signal at the frequencies from 1 to 5 GHz allows to estimate repulsion of nuclear and electron modes of spin precession in the vicinity of spin-reorientation transition at H [100].
I. INTRODUCTION
The compound Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 orders at T N = 6.5K antiferromagnetically 2 with complex twelve-sublattices noncollinear order below the Neel temperature. Crystal symmetry group of this compound is O 10 h , in ordered phase spins are confined to one of the (111)-type planes. 3 As there are four equivalent directions of [111] type in the cubic crystal, four antiferromagnetic domains could exist below the Neel temperature. Equivalence of these domains would be broken by an applied magnetic field. The existence of such domains lead to magnetosriction peculiarities of Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 crystals. 4 Oscillations of these domains boundaries were proposed 5 to explain the nonlinear absorption of RF-signal in Mn-NMR experiments.
Dynamics of magnetic excitations in Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 was studied by inelastic neutron scattering 3 , antiferromagnetic resonance 6 and 55 Mn NMR. 7 Spin waves dispersion curves were determined in Ref. 3 . Besides of acoustic modes spin waves spectra include optical (exchange) modes with the gap about 250 GHz. Low-frequency dynamic was studied in details by AFMR at the frequencies from 20 to 80 GHz and at the fields up to 20 kOe. 6 55 Mn NMR for Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 was studied at the frequencies from 200 to 640 MHz. Frequency-field dependences of AFMR and NMR in Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 were successfully described by AndreevMarchenko theory. 1, [6] [7] [8] This theory predicts softening (zeroing of the frequency) of one of the AFMR modes at the field of spin-reorientation transition at H [100]. In this case AFMR mode should cross NMR mode and hyperfine interaction on manganese ions would lead to the repulsion of these modes. Existence of this interaction was observed in NMR experiments of Ref.7 as softening of certain NMR modes. Dynamic of the nuclear subsystem and its interaction with the electron subsystem for Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 was described in details in Ref. 8 .
The aim of our present work was to study spin dynamics in Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 in wide range of frequencies and fields, to study in details frequency-field dependence of AFMR near spin-reorientation transition and also to study domain structure of the ordered state. Experiments were performed at higher frequencies and higher fields as compared to Ref. 6 as well as at the frequencies from 1 to 20 GHz, thus closing the gap between NMR and AFMR experiments. Experimental data were described by Andreev-Marchenko theory.
1 Hysteresis of resonance absorption, which is presumably connected to the domain structure of ordered state in Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 , was detected, domain structure was found to recover slowly once the field is turned off.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Samples and experimental details
We have used the same single crystals as in Refs.5, 7. For low frequency measurements (below 25 GHz) we have used the ≈ 20 mg sample, which was previously oriented for NMR experiments with the accuracy of about 1
• . For higher frequency measurements we cut smaller samples (with the mass about 1 mg). These samples were oriented using X-ray diffractometer BRUKER APEX II. Precision of sample orientation transfer from diffractometer to ESR spectrometer was about 3
• − 5
• . To study AFMR in Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 we used set of transmission type spectrometers. Microwave power transmitted through the cavity with the sample was registered as a function of slowly changing magnetic field, microwave frequency remained constant during the field scan. To cover frequency range from 1 to 125 GHz we used several spectrometers differing by the details of cavity geometry and used waveguides.
The main part of results was obtained at T = 1.8K. Low frequency measurements (1-5 GHz) were performed at the temperatures down to 1.3 K. Measured frequency-field dependences of AFMR were described by hydrodynamic theory of AndreevMarchenko.
1 According to this theory magnetic structure of planar noncollinear antiferromagnet could be parametrized by two mutually orthogonal unitary antiferromagnetic vectors l 1 , l 2 . These vectors lie in the plane of the planar spin structure. Low energy dynamics of such a magnet can be then described in terms of oscillations of the mutually orthogonal vectors l 1 , l 2 and n = [l 1 × l 2 ]. This treatment can describe only acoustic spin-waves modes, while high energy optical modes are completely ignored. Lagrangian density for our system is: 
The last term in this equation is an anisotropy energy, its exact form depends on crystal symmetry, we use the same form of anisotropy energy as Ref. 8 . Parameters I, I
′ are dynamic constants, related to static susceptibility as χ ′ = 2γ 2 I, χ = 2γ 2 (I + I ′ ), here χ ′ is a susceptibility for the field applied parallel to the direction n = [l 1 × l 2 ] (i.e., perpendicular to the plane of the spin structure) and χ is a susceptibility for the field applied perpendicular to the n direction (i.e., within the plane of spin structure). To find oscillations eigenfrequencies, it is necessary to find equilibrium position for these three vectors (l 1 Fig. 2 . Model parameters for the curves in Fig.2 are: γ=17.59
sec·kOe (which is equal to 2.8 GHz/kOe), λ=1 kOe 2 , I=1.36×10 (10 9 rad·sec −1 ) 2 . Gyromagnetic ratio is fixed to the purely spin value, parameter λ is arbitrarily fixed to unity (scaling of all terms in the Lagrangian does not change oscillation eigenfrequencies), parameters I, I ′ are fitting parameters. These values of model parameters correspond to the gaps in AFMR spectrum ν 10 =39.5 GHz , ν 20 =70 GHz and to the spin reorientation field at H [100] equal to H c = 23 kOe. To take into account possible sample disorientation Fig.2 also includes modeled frequency-field dependences for the field slightly deviated from the exact orientation.
C. Study of interaction between electron and nuclear modes of spin precession
Theoretical modeling considering only electron precession predicts zeroing of AFMR frequency at the field of spin-reorientation transition. However, hyperfine interaction with nuclear subsystem leads to the repulsion of electron and nuclear modes of spin precession. This repulsion could be estimated theoretically 8 : AFMR frequency at the transition field subject to hyperfine interaction is ν e ≈ [γ e /γ n χ n /χ e ]ν n , where γ e = 2.8 GHz/kOe, γ n = 1.06 MHz/kOe and χ e = 0.3 emu/mol, χ n = 5 × 10 −7 emu/mol are gyromagnetic ratios and magnetic susceptibilities for electron and nuclear subsystems, and ν n ≈ 600 MHz is NMR frequency, these values correspond to T=1.2 K.
7 This estimation yields ν e ≈ 2.1 GHz and expected repulsion of NMR and AFMR modes at 1.2 K is thus about 1.5 GHz.
Examples of absorption spectra and resonance absorption fields for H [100], where spin-reorientation transition is observed, are shown on Fig.1 and Fig.2 . Resonance absorption was observed in the vicinity of the transition field at the frequencies down to 900 MHz. Two components of this signal (corresponding to falling and rising branches of AFMR) were resolvable above 10 GHz. Below 5 GHz absorption signal was very sensitive to sample disorientation: it vanished for the field deviated by 3
• from the exact orientation. Zero-field frequency of 55 Mn NMR is 7 about 600 MHz, in our AFMR experiment we observed absorption at spin-reorientation field at the frequency of 930 MHz. In other words, apparent repulsion of modes is about 400 MHz, which is considerably less than the estimation made above. This difference between experimental and theoretical values could be explained by big inherent linewidth of antiferromagnetic resonance absorption: half-width of AFMR line near field of softening is about 0.8 kOe (modes 'a1' and 'a2' on Fig.1 ), which yields (accounting for frequency-field dependence slope) frequency half-width about 1.5 GHz. Thus, absorption signal at 930 MHz could be, in fact, observed at the wing of resonance curve, shifted due to hyperfine interaction by 1.5 -2.0 GHz above the NMR frequency. Our results allow to make only upper estimate for the repulsion of electron and nuclear modes: at 1.8 K it does not exceed 5 GHz (three-fold inherent half-width of AFMR line). which could lead to domain structure formation. Since AFMR resonance field depends on orientation of magnetic field with respect to the ordered structure, presence of several domains should lead to the appearance of the additional absorption lines. However, we have not detected additional absorption while we were measuring AFMR spectra. Meanwhile at frequencies near gaps hysteresis of absorption signal was detected ( fig. 3) . We have observed it for all studied field orientations (H [100], H [111], H [110]). We have checked that the observed hysteresis did not depend on field sweep speed, microwave power level and on the details of sample mounting.
Observed absorption signal depends on sample history. Absorption spectrum recorded at rising field right after zero-field cooling differs both from the spectrum recorded at decreasing field and from the consequentive absorption spectra recorded at rising field. Absorption spectra recorded at decreasing field are reproduced independently of sample history (including field cooling).
For all sample orientations absorption spectra recorded at rising and decreasing fields coincides above certain threshold field H * . The value of this field depends on orientation: at 1.8K for H
[100] H * = (7.5 ± 0.5) kOe, for
2) kOe at T=1.8 K. We have not studied threshold field temperature dependence systematically, but for H [100] at T = 4.2K threshold field slightly drops to H * = (6.0 ± 0.2) kOe. If the field sweep direction is changed before the threshold field is reached the hysteresis persists but 'the hysteresis loop' is reduced.
In some experiments (near gap frequencies) we observed that upon completion of the field sweep to the field above the threshold field and back to zero field microwave signal transmitted through the cavity with the sample differs from the initial microwave power level and slowly recovers to the initial power level afterwards. The typical recovery time in zero field was about 20 seconds.
The observed hysteresis could be connected with transformation of domain structure in the magnetic field. According to the results of our experiments, monodomenization takes place at the field about 10 kOe. This fact differs from NMR nonlinear radiofrequency absorption reported in Ref. 5 , which was explained as oscillations of the domain boundaries -in NMR experiment the effect of nonlinear absorption was observed up to reorientation transition field (24 kOe).
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured frequency-field dependences of antiferromagnetic resonance for Mn 3 Al 2 Ge 3 O 12 at frequencies 1-120 GHz and fields up to 6 T. These dependences are well described theoretically by hydrodynamic theory of Andreev-Marchenko. Our data complement previously measured AFMR frequency-field dependences 6 and contain new results. We have significantly broadened range of measurements as compared to previous studies and we have studied in details AFMR near spin-reorientation transition field, where repulsion of electron and nuclear modes of spin precession takes place. Signal of absorption observed around 1 GHz is, probably, due to big inherent width of the AFMR line. We have observed hysteresis of resonance absorption, it is connected with transformation of sample domain structure. Meanwhile sample monodomenization was observed above certain threshold field, the value of threshold field is orientation dependent.
